Opposing Vaccine Passports

Dear Council Members,

As a father, former mentor (I'm not allowed today because I'm unvaccinated) and somebody who volunteers hundreds of hours a year towards children, I know first hand how terrible these safety precautions are on the health and livelihoods of our children. And it's the ones with the least resources that are impacted the most! A vaccine passport would only increase the negative outcomes for children and do nothing to benefit them. I'm fact, despite Earl Stoddard’s VERY ignorant and misinformed advise, the vaccine passports would not benefit anyone!

Everybody keeps repeating how the vaccine doesn't STOP transmission but it “drastically” reduces the risk of spreading and infection. If that were true, why have we not seen decreased cases in places like New York City that have had the vaccine passport in effect for months? And the CDCs own data shows that omicron has targeted the fully vaccinated as detailed in this article by a reliable news source, Reuters (https://www.reuters.com/world/us/most-reported-us-omicron-cases-have-hit-fully-vaccinated-cdc-2021-12-10/). Viral loads are similar in both unvaccinated and vaccinated. Case reporting are drastically biased because of testing volumes. The unvaccinated are tested at a much higher rate and therefore it isn't surprising for careless studies to show much higher case rates in unvaccinated. Would Earl Stoddard like to respond to this? Or, just ignore the real data because for some creepy reason he wants to decide what pharmaceutical drugs our children need to be on the swim team. This antiscience policy will force my daughters to quit their swim teams in the name of making others “feel” safer and again at the expense of children's REAL health. There hasn't been a single outbreak at the RFSC so why ruin young lives over a VERY drastic measure that is proven to be ineffective? Don't have this blood on your hands...

Sincerely,

Charles Robey